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Verse 1

On that night the
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VERSE 2

S.

leaf - less trees, while an i - cy fin - ger ho-vered o - ver wai-ting lands and seas.

A.

bar-ren fields, while an i - cy fin - ger ho-vered o - ver wai-ting lands and seas.

T.

while an i - cy fin - ger ho-vered o - ver wai-ting lands and seas.

B.

trees, while an i - cy fin - ger ho-vered o - ver wai-ting lands and seas.
On that night the stars were keeping silent watch above the world,
VERSE 4

On this day awake with gladness!

Play small notes if needed
Rise and sing this happy dawn! Joy has come to banish sadness: Love to light the world is born, world is born.
world is born, world is born, world is born.

world is born, world is born, world is born.

world is born, world is born, world is born.

world is born, world is born, world is born.

world is born, world is born, world is born.

world is born, world is born, world is born.

world is born, world is born, world is born.

world is born, world is born, world is born.